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**Agricultural Property and Property Taxation**

One entry sure to win most **liars’ contests** is the one about the farmer who was asked about his property taxes and he replied “no comment.” Farmers and other owners of agricultural real estate have always grumbled about property taxes. And here in Nebraska, the concern seems to be even more than elsewhere.

Why is this? While some would suggest that the philosophy of the agricultural community is basically “anti-tax,” this argument does not hold much merit. Farmers and other members of the agricultural community tend to be strong community citizens and willing to contribute actively to their communities. They realize paying their **fair** share of taxes is part of responsible citizenship.

But perhaps the key to the widespread disgust over property taxes is that word: **fairness.** So let’s put some perspective on the role of agricultural assets in the property tax system across the state. Since the property tax is relied on heavily for local governments, with K-12 public school districts being the primary users, it is important to understand how the relative tax burden falls on agricultural assets relative to other asset owner classes.

Using Nebraska Department of Revenue data from its 2008 Annual Report, one can examine county-level breakdowns of assessed value into the major property classes. These classes are: agricultural land; commercial, industrial, and mineral; residential; agricultural outbuildings and farm sites; agricultural machinery and equipment; commercial and industrial equipment; public service entities; and railroads.

For 2008, the agricultural land class for the state as a whole had a value of $31.2 billion, which constituted 22 percent of the total assessed value of all property for tax purposes (Figure 1 on next page). However, in 58 of the state’s 93 counties, the agricultural land class constituted the majority of the county’s total assessed value. In fact, in 38 counties the agricultural land class accounted for more than 60 percent of total assessed value for property tax purposes.
In short, agricultural land constitutes a very prominent part of the underlying asset base for property taxation across a large part of the state. And given the dramatic increases in agricultural real estate values since 2004 (while other real estate classes have remained relatively stable in value), this prominence has only exacerbated in recent years.

While tax levies vary across the asset classes depending on public services provided – for example, municipal services do not tax agricultural property outside the municipality – still, there are many components that do levy taxes against all the classes. For many of the services, it seems quite appropriate given the benefits received to the property from those services. Roads and bridges, police and fire protection, natural resource management and conservation, etc., benefit the owners of all property classes; and thus, a universal levy against the assessed property value is relatively fair and appropriate. Even a universal levy for the provision of community colleges seems logical since the economic climate of the total area will tend to be enhanced.

But the sticky issue for the agricultural community lies with the tax burden for K-12 public education that typically commands 60 percent or more of the total annual levy assigned against assessed value in the particular school district. To be sure, kids of farm families are receiving public education just as their non-farm counterparts; but given the typical array of assets in most non-metropolitan school districts, the disparity of tax obligation for K-12 educational services across the relative households is considerable. Furthermore, property taxes come due each year whether there has been income generated from the agricultural property or not. Bottom line: on the basis of benefits received as well as ability to pay (in terms of annual income), the agricultural community can make a strong case that their share of the K-12 educational support is excessive and unfair.

Of course, meaningful tax reform is a complex and most difficult political process – with tax relief for one stakeholder group invariably suggesting tax increases for another. Nevertheless, the distortions discussed above well suggest it is due time to take such action. Two policy changes could be considered. One would be to assess agricultural land at a rate lower than the current mandate of 75 percent of market value. Assessing at 65 percent, or even 55 percent of market value would reduce agriculture’s relative tax burden some. Secondly, increasing the percentage of state aid to K-12 education (Nebraska ranks near the bottom) would help to re-balance the current disparity. But this result would happen automatically under the current school finance formula used by the State of Nebraska, which simply stated is: Needs minus Capacity equal State Aid. Since capacity is measured in large part by examining taxable valuation, and taxable valuation would be reduced in school districts with agricultural land, more state aid than existed prior to this change would be the result for that school district.

Until such time meaningful tax reforms are made, bear with the grumblings about property taxes from the agricultural community. They have a very strong case for their grumbling.
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